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DK Workbooks: Spelling: Pre-K is a great tool to supplement school curriculum help your pre-K

student learn spelling concepts. DK Workbooks: Spelling are user-friendly workbooks are the easy,

at-home way to support schoolwork with targeted practice. Available in four curriculum-supporting

levels, DK Workbooks: Spelling reinforces concepts such as vowel sounds, consonant blends,

syllables, plurals, and verb endings in exercises that support the Common Core State Standards

and cover everything students need to know about spelling. On each clearly organized worksheet,

summary fact boxes offer an at-a-glance introduction, identifying the key concepts being practiced.

Concepts carry over from page to page, strengthening skills through repetition while offering fresh

challenges with every exercise. And with a parents' section filled with answers, tips, and guidance,

caregivers have easy access to all the expertise they need to help their children learn spelling.
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Age Range: 3 - 5 years

Grade Level: Preschool - Kindergarten

Son is eager to learn there is 47 pages and comes with answers Gave 3 only because no spelling

words. Just writing the alphabet. And doing questions but still its ok by the way its the same as

language arts book. Big disappointing in language arts book.

I purchased all of the pre-k level books. So far, I've found that the spelling and language arts books



are virtually identical. It's a lot of tracing letters and not much else. Also, unless your child likes to do

a lot of tracing of letters I would not recommend buying both the spelling and language arts books. I

wish the published would have been more clear on what's included as I now have two virtually

identical books and my daughter is bored with tracing letters.

At Costco they were selling a Pre-Kingergarten Jumbo Workbook by DK for approximately $11. The

Jumbo book ended up containing all 5 of the DK workbooks for pre-schoolers. I think this book

would be perfect for a 3-5 year old... three because it covers letters and 5 because it contains

reading.The language arts section has a title page with a boat, a table of contents, followed by

worksheets. All images are in black and white so they can be colored, but the pages do include

some color on the borders and edges - in my copy its a purple-pink. A good deal of the worksheets

introduce a letter and its sound, then letter tracing, then an activity like circling the objects that begin

with that letter etc. Afterward, there are full-page worksheets for beginning word sounds, vowel

sounds, ending letter sounds, rhyming, and 2 stories to read. The top of each worksheet has a fact

to read and below it some sort of interactive question/instructions. Some of these additional pages

seem more appropriate to include in the kindergarten workbook because reading. Blank practice

pages are included to practice writing but none of the projects needed them... so I suppose parents

can assign additional projects.To get the best learning out of this workbook, you need to complete

the reading and writing part of the workbook with your child following the parent instructions at the

back of the book.Overall, this book was better than the language arts one. Letter tracing is covered

in every other workbook I have - we did not need the redundancy but I liked this version the best

because had start and stop points for each letter stroke... But the jump from letter tracing to reading

nursery rhymes was WAY too fast and spread the book over too great an age divide to be useful. I

only have it because it was included in the Jumbo book.

My favorite part of this book is the activities that come after the alphabet tracing section that involve

letter sounds and letter recognition.

A great way for our daughters to practice writing in their Pre-K curriculum.
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